OUP Bibliography: Phonology
Draft Reference List

This document includes an unannotated list of the references I had in the draft version of this entry. There were a number of restrictions on the bibliographic entry:

- a maximum of 8 references per section and 150 references in the entire entry
- Section introductions could be maximally one paragraph long
- Work that was forthcoming or in press could not be cited

Consequently, there were a number of things that I wanted to cite but could not. I have included these excised works below.

*Typological Database System (TDS)*[http://languagelink.let.uu.nl/tds/main.html]*
An excellent historical overview of theoretical developments in phonology up to the early 1980s.
Baković, Eric (ed). 2004 onwards. *Phonoloblog: All things phonology Re: OBO article:
Ethnoarchaeology revision requests*[http://quote.ucsd.edu/blogs/phonoloblog/]*.
Bybee, Joan. 2001. Phonology and language use. Cambridge, CUP.


Ewen, Colin and Ellen Kaisse (eds.). 1984-Present. *


Firth, J. R. 1948. Sounds and prosodies. Transactions of the Philological Society 47.1: 127-152.


http://hum.uchicago.edu/~jagoldsm/Papers/GenerativePhonology.pdf


Hong, Gabriel. 2008. Schools of Phonology.[http://www.ling.fju.edu.tw/phono/schools/distributions.html]


Maddieson, Ian (principal investigator) and Kristin Precoda (programmer). *UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Database (UPSID)* [http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/faciliti/sales/software.htm]*.


Prince, Alan (creator), Eric Baković (moderator), and Paul de Lacy (software creation and maintenance). 1993-Present. *The Rutgers Optimality Archive*[http://roa.rutgers.edu]*.


Software for phonological analysis, with particular focus on language development.